LEVEL UP LEVEL.

They pass through an elaborate sequence of discrete steps.

A recipe of add this, mold that.

Every procedure is designed to ensure that proper results are achieved.
This all takes place in boxes, within boxes...

Not only space, but time and experience too, have been put in boxes.

Divided up and neatly packaged into discrete units

For efficient transmission,

Directly dispensed from sender to receivers.
In seeking new approaches for opening expansive spaces and awakening possibilities,

Let us look to our ways of seeing ourselves, and how quite literally, the means to create perspective lies right between our eyes.

The distance separating our eyes means that there is a difference between the view each produces — thus there is no single, "correct" view.

This becomes evident by looking alternately through only one eye at a time...

And it is this displacement - parallax - which enables us to perceive depth.

Which view is true? Which view is true?

Our stereoscopic vision is the creation and integration of two views. Seeing, much like walking on two feet, is a constant negotiation between two distinct sources.

By making a trip halfway around the Sun, we essentially create two eyes a great distance apart. The displacement of the observations from each against a distant cosmic backdrop, allows us to calculate distances to the stars.

(NOT TO SCALE)

Thereby unflattening the night sky to reveal the vast depths of space.
Some 2000 years earlier in Alexandria, Eratosthenes applied a similar technique to the Earth itself.

Reports from Syene, far to the south, indicated that at noon on the summer solstice, the sun shone to the bottom of a deep well and the columns there cast no shadows.

Yet, in Alexandria at the same moment, shadows persisted - the sun was not directly overhead.

Eratosthenes knew that the sun was at such a great distance that its rays struck the Earth parallel to one another.

Which meant that this observed discrepancy of shadows at these two locations could only occur if the Earth was curved (demonstrating a long-held supposition.)

Eratosthenes continued.

By measuring the length of a shadow cast at Alexandria and the height of the column casting it, he found the angle of displacement between Alexandria and Syene.

$C = \frac{360\theta}{\theta^\circ} \times D_{\text{ss}}$

(Essentially the fraction of the circle separating them.)

He then had the actual distance between the cities paced out, and used this result with the displacement angle to calculate the circumference of the Earth with great accuracy.

Two points - two eyes - connected, fostered an expansion of sight and reshaped our view of the planet.

This suggests a definition to build on: Unflattening is a simultaneous engagement of multiple vantage points from which to engender new ways of seeing.
Lacking access to “as it is,” we make do with “as it appears.”

Expanding our understanding requires divergence of thought and diversity of thinkers – the individual ways of seeing unique to each of us.

Rather than arranging this multiplicity of viewpoints in tree-like, hierarchical fashion.

Following Deleuze & Guattari, instead consider a de-centered, laterally branching, rhizomatic structure, where each node is connected to any other.

When taken together, as Bakhtin observed, these kaleidoscopic views open “our own monolithic and closed world” to “the great world of one’s own plus ‘the others.’”

Seeing through another’s eyes – from where they stand and attending to what they attend to – serves to shift our vision from the one-dimensional to a more multidimensional view.
PERMIT ME TO PAUSE BRIEFLY HERE TO NOTE THAT WHILE THIS DISCUSSION HAS BEEN RESTRICTED TO THE VISUAL, THIS IS NOT MEANT TO EXCLUDE OTHER MODES OF PERCEPTION. RATHER IT IS INTENDED THAT OUR LITERAL WAYS OF SEEING METAPHORICALLY SERVE TO ENCOMPASS OTHER WAYS OF MAKING MEANING AND EXPERIENCING THE WORLD.

TO THIS END, I'M REMINDED OF LESSONS LEARNED FROM MY DOG, NAVIGATING DEEP WOODS IN DARKNESS,

FOLLOWING HIS LEAD WHERE MY VISION FALTERED, ATTENDING TO CUES BEYOND SIGHT...

A DOG'S TOOLS OF PERCEPTION INCLUDE THE CAPACITY TO HEAR RANGES OF SOUND FAR EXCEEDING A HUMAN'S.

REFLECTIVE LENSES AMPLIFY AVAILABLE LIGHT EQUIPPING THEM WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF NIGHT VISION.

BUT MOST SIGNIFICANT IS A DOG'S SENSE OF SMELL. FAMOUSLY PUT IN SERVICE TO DETECT BOMBS, DRUGS, AND MISSING PERSONS, THEIR NOSES FAR SURPASS MECHANICAL SUBSTITUTES.

WHERE WE OBSERVE THE SHAPE, COLOR, AND FUNCTION OF A THING, INVISIBLE SCENT SIGNATURES THAT WE'RE BLIND TO SPEAK VOLUMES TO A DOG'S NUANCED NOSE. A DOG READS EVERYTHING IT ENCOUNTERS AS A TIME CAPSULE UNFOLDING WITH RICH LAYERS OF SENSORY INFORMATION FROM WHICH TO DISCERN WHO'S BEEN HERE, WHAT TOUCHED THIS, HOW LONG AGO...

GO ARMED, DOGS ACCESS DIMENSIONS OF EXPERIENCE WE CAN'T FATHOM - AS WITH FLATLANDERS' "UPWARDS NOT NORTHWARDS."
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IN RELYING ON TEXT AS THE PRIMARY MEANS OF FORMULATING UNDERSTANDING, WHAT STANDS OUTSIDE ITS LINEAR STRUCTURE IS DISMISSED.

LABELLED IRRATIONAL - NO MORE CONCEIVABLE THAN THE NOTION OF "UPWARDS" TO A FLATLANDER.

THE VISUAL PROVIDES EXPRESSION WHERE WORDS FAIL.

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN MISSING?

AND WHAT CAN BE MADE VISIBLE WHEN WE WORK IN A FORM THAT IS NOT ONLY ABOUT, BUT IS ALSO THE THING ITSELF.
At this juncture, it's time to...

Attend to the intricacies...

Feel away and...

Delve into the inner workings...

Of this hybrid form

First, it's name -

The one it came with conceals its potential...

Hence, a quest for respectability:

Comic books

Comics

Grander varieties put forth:

More descriptive titles adopted:

Each highlighting specific features.

From different climates:

Distinct offshoots arose.

While often seen as a budding form,

It's an evolving dialect, in constant cultivation.

It's lineage runs deep.

Its history our own.

A means of grappling with experience before we had names for it.

Comics, as I prefer, "by any other name would smell as sweet."
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TO UNRAVEL THE FORM'S CAPACITIES, LET'S BEGIN WITH SCOTT MCCLOUD'S CONSIDERATION OF THE SEQUENTIAL AS ITS DEFINING ASPECT:

"JUXTAPOSED PICTORIAL AND OTHER IMAGES IN DELIBERATE SEQUENCE" THE PASSAGE OF TIME IS WRITTEN IN SPACE.

IN CONNECTING THE DOTS, TRAVERSING THE GAPS BETWEEN FRAGMENTS AND STITCHING THEM TOGETHER - A MEANINGFUL WHOLE EMERGES.

IT'S A PARTICIPATORY DANCE, AN ACT OF THE IMAGINATION, IN WHICH THE READER ANIMATES AND TRANSFORMS THE STATIC INTO THE KINETIC... AND BRINGS IT TO LIFE.
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While comics are read sequentially like text, the entire composition is also taken in - viewed - all at once.

Thierry Groensteen likens this organization of simultaneous images to a system or network.

A connected space, not reliant on a chain-like sequence linearly proceeding from point to point...

Rather associations that stretch web-like across the page, braiding fragments into a cohesive whole.

Each element is thus:

one with everything.

This spatial interplay of sequential and simultaneous -

Imbues comics with a dual nature -

both tree-like, hierarchical and rhizomatic, interwoven in a single form.
"TO ENCOUNTER THE WORLD OUTSIDE OURSELVES.

DANCING AND DARTING, OUR EYES GO TO WORK, A FLURRY OF MOTION PUNCTUATED BY BRIEF PAUSES A FEW TIMES A SECOND IN WHICH THEY FIX ON A TARGET - BEFORE DASHING OFF TO SEEK ANOTHER OF INTEREST.

OUR VISION CAPTURES DISCONNECTED STATIC SNAPSHOTs, AN INCOMPLETE PICTURE RIDDLED WITH GAPS.

IT IS THE IMAGINATION, ETIENNE FELAPLAT AND MICHAEL COLE ASSERT, THAT Fills IN THE GAPS AND LINKS FRAGMENTS TO CREATE STABLE AND SINGLE IMAGES THAT MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR US TO THINK AND TO ACT.

IMAGE IS AN ACT OF IMAGINATION.

IN WHICH WE ARE ALWAYS ENGAGED.
Thanks for checking out this brief excerpt from Unflattening.

To learn more about Unflattening and my other comics and work in comics and education, please visit my website www.spinweaveandcut.com.

Catch me on twitter @nsousanis https://twitter.com/Nsousanis

Unflattening is available from Harvard University Press http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674744431

It can be found at bookstores, comic shops, libraries, and of course, online vendors like Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/Unflattening-Nick-Sousanis/dp/0674744438/). Support your local bookstore or comic book shop – if they don’t have it, they can order it!

Thanks! – Nick
www.spinweaveandcut.com

From the back of the book:

“Nick Sousanis’s Unflattening is a complex, beautiful, delirious meditation on just about everything under the sun; a unique and bracing read.”—Scott McCloud, author of Understanding Comics and Making Comics

“An important book, Unflattening is consistently innovative, using abstraction alongside realism, using framing and the (dis)organization of the page to represent different modes of thought. The words and images speak for themselves and succeed on their own terms. I couldn’t stop reading it.”—Henry Jenkins, author of Spreadable Media: Creating Value and Meaning in a Networked Society